Non-interacting modes for stress, strain and energy in anisotropic hard tissue.
The six non-interacting modes for stress, strain and energy in an orthotropic elastic model of human femoral cortical bone tissue are discussed and illustrated. The stress and strain modes are illustrated using the representation of the stress and strain fields around a circular hole in a flat plate of cortical bone subjected to a uniaxial field of tension as the example. The six modes play a role in the stress analysis of orthotropic elastic materials similar to the roles played by the hydrostatic and deviatoric non-interacting stress, strain and energy modes in isotropic elasticity. The biomechanical significance of the six non-interacting modes for stress, strain and energy in hard tissue is both practical and suggestive. The modes suggest a practical scheme for the representation of stress and strain fields in hard tissue. The existence of the modes suggests physical insights, for example, possible failure mechanisms or adaptation strategies possessed by the hard tissues.